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Abstract
This paper presents a machine learning-based classifier for detecting points of interest
through the combined use of images and text from social networks. This model exploits
the transfer learning capabilities of the neural network architecture CLIP (Contrastive
Language-Image Pre-Training) in multimodal environments using image and text. Differ-
ent methodologies based on multimodal information are explored for the geolocation of the
places detected. To this end, pre-trained neural network models are used for the classifica-
tion of images and their associated texts. The result is a system that allows creating new
synergies between images and texts in order to detect and geolocate trending places that
has not been previously tagged by any other means, providing potentially relevant informa-
tion for tasks such as cataloging specific types of places in a city for the tourism industry.
The experiments carried out reveal that, in general, textual information is more accurate and
relevant than visual cues in this multimodal setting.

Keywords Multimodal classification · Location-based retrieval · Transformers ·
Social networks

1 Introduction

Nowadays, machine learning-based technologies and the analysis of large amounts of data
are used in multiple domains. Such is the case of recommender systems that are used on a
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daily basis in many personal and professional situations. Even though Internet users gener-
ate large amounts of data, gathering all this information poses a challenge since it is mostly
generated through proprietary applications belonging to private companies that keep its
exploitation rights. Of these data sources, it is social networks that provide the most infor-
mation or potential knowledge in almost any domain. Previous studies have proposed the
use of data from social networks for many different tasks. For example, a topic of great
interest at present is the detection of fake news in social media [30].

This work presents an approach to geolocate place mentions in social networks through
the combined use of images and text. A set of baselines from pre-trained state-of-the-art
models were defined to geolocate user posts using only text, only images, and the combina-
tion of the two. Different conditional ensembles were proposed to detect in which situations
the system should pay more attention to texts or images in order to improve the baselines.
The InstaCities1M corpus [12] was used in the experiments. This dataset contains one mil-
lion pairs of associated images and texts from Instagram that were extracted by using queries
related to the ten most populated English speaking cities over the world, comprising 100,000
image-text pairs for each one.

At a second stage, the Transformer model CLIP (Contrastive Language-Image Pre-
Training) [27] was used to identify places on a multimodal setting, using again image-text
pairs from Instagram. Following the procedure described in [23], the problem was addressed
as a classification task where the possible labels were the 205 categories used in the Places
dataset [42]. These labels correspond to locations or scenes, both indoor and outdoor.

CLIP is used in this work as a zero-shot classifier. Zero-shot learning [3] is a machine
learning technique in which a pre-trained model is made to generalise on previously unseen
categories. This implies that categories at test time are different from categories at train-
ing time. Zero-shot approaches generally work by associating the observed (training) and
unobserved (testing) categories through some kind of auxiliary information, which encodes
the observable properties that characterise the objects. These models are usually pre-trained
with large amounts of data to enable transfer learning, that is, to use the knowledge already
learned by the model during its training state.

In the present work, zero-shot learning is used to alleviate the problem of data labelling,
which is usually a labour-intensive process where it is common to end up with an imbal-
anced dataset that lacks enough training data for each class. The zero-shot approach makes
it possible to correctly categorise places from previously unseen classes, which is a key
requirement in any truly autonomous place identification system, taking into account the
unlimited number of different locations that may exist. In this learning framework there is
no need to worry about the class imbalance of datasets. Furthermore, it avoids the need for
building new models or retraining existing ones.

Finally, different applications of the experiments performed on the InstaCities1M dataset
are shown, detecting the most popular points of interest or type of places in a given city.
These trends can be also compared between cities or time periods. Thus, the approach pre-
sented in this work has many applications, especially in areas related to economy, sociology,
and tourism.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 shows related work;
Section 3 describes the city classifier and the place identifier models; Section 4 describes
the evaluation of the system; finally, Section 5 provides conclusions and suggests paths for
future work.
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2 Related work

There is a large body of works in the area of machine learning-based multimodal clas-
sification. This section summarises some of the most relevant studies in a wide range of
domains.

In [5], the authors propose two improvements of existing models, VL-T5 and VL-BART,
to label texts based on visual and textual inputs. A multimodal system that uses both text and
visual content on Twitter to classify information during emergencies is proposed in [18]. To
this end, the authors use LSTM and VGG-16 on texts and images from tweets, respectively.
Along the same line, the proposal in [17] defined different models to detect disasters in
cultural heritage from social media information focusing on images. Moving to a different
domain, the work in [33] used the relationship between images and their associated texts
in social media for sarcasm detection. The system relies on an early fusion of pre-trained
text and image Transformer models. Finally, in [35] the authors proposed a common image-
text embedding space for training a bidirectional network. The retrieval results provided on
Flickr30K and MSCOCO datasets improved the state-of-the-art.

In the area of cybersecurity, the paper presented in [2] shows a 4-fold security system
using fusion of facial recognition, retina pattern and fingerprint pattern along with the per-
sonal password, which is recognised using keystroke dynamics. Their goal was to reduce
the probability of false acceptance rates and false rejection rates.

In the field of machine translation, there are multiple proposals based on multimodal
inputs. In [37] the authors present a multi-modal self-attention model to solve the issues
of noise when text and images are equally treated. The proposed method learns the rep-
resentations of images based on the text, which avoids encoding irrelevant information in
images. Experiments and visualisation analysis demonstrate that the model benefits from
visual information and substantially outperforms previous works and competitive baselines
using different metrics.

In the task of image captioning, the authors of [40] described a multimodal Transformer
model used in machine translation for image captioning. Their approach consisted of simul-
taneously capturing intra- and inter-modal interactions in a unified attention block. The
experimental results show that this method significantly outperforms the previous state-of-
the-art approaches in this task. Building an ensemble of seven models, their solution ranked
first place on the real-time leaderboard of the MSCOCO1 image captioning challenge at the
time of the writing of this paper.

There are also important contributions In the field of sentiment analysis [4, 15, 16],
merging audio, video and image inputs, and also using Transformer models in the case of
[15]. More natural language processing applications include the generation of dialogues
combining video and text inputs [19], summary generation from audio and video [41], video
retrieval [10], and fake news detection [31].

Finally, the work in [36] focuses on multimodal Transformer models. The authors pro-
vide a review of the applications and pre-training approaches of these models, together with
a summary of common challenges and design decisions shared by these models and their
applications.

With respect to multimodal classification techniques, in [25] the authors proposed a
method for the integration of natural language understanding in image classification to
improve the accuracy by making use of associated metadata. In [6], the authors proposed

1https://cocodataset.org/.

https://cocodataset.org/
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a novel deep learning-based multimodal fusion architecture for classification tasks that
guarantees compatibility with any kind of learning models, dealing with cross-modal infor-
mation and preventing performance degradation due to the partial absence of data. The work
in [9] presented simple models that combine information from image and text to classify
social media content. In this work, a pooling layer and an auxiliary learning task is used to
learn a common feature space.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no multimodal approaches based on image and text
to the task of geolocating social network content. Nevertheless, there are different works
where this task has been addressed with other types of inputs, most of them based on text
and/or metadata [1, 20]. In [1] the prediction is at coordinate level. In [20] the geolocation
is at city or place level, which is also the goal in this work. A very interesting approach is
presented in [43], providing a framework for geolocation identification in social networks
based on different sources of information, including text, social relation, and contextual
data. The proposal also includes a detailed review of contributions to this topic.

3 Description of the system

The proposed system is divided into two stages. The first one involves a city-level geolo-
cation model, whereas the second one integrates the previous model with a place identifier
to extend the evaluation and show potentially useful applications. The following paragraphs
describes each of these stages in more detail.

3.1 City classifier

The first stage comprises a system that is able to locate which city a social media post
belongs to based on the text and image it contains. The input of the system is the multimodal
combination of textual and visual information from the post, and the output is the prediction
of which city the post content refers to. The premise is that combining a visual and a textual
model can improve their individual performance. Although there are situations in which the
text may be more relevant than the image in the final decision (or vice versa), there are also
situations where only the combination of both will give a correct result.

In the experiments carried out the problem was reduced to a multiclass classification task
over 10 classes, corresponding to the 10 cities in the InstaCities1M dataset. As mentioned
before, this dataset contains 100,000 pairs of associated images and texts from Instagram
for each of the 10 most populated English speaking cities: London, New York, Sydney, Los
Angeles, Chicago, Melbourne, Miami, Toronto, Singapore, and San Francisco.

This dataset was chosen for two main reasons. First, it contains recent social media data
combining texts (description and hashtags) and their corresponding images. Secondly, each
image is associated to one of the 10 cities mentioned above, which allows to evaluate the
geolocation capabilities of the proposal presented in this section.

The textual information of the posts was processed using BERT [7], a contextual lan-
guage model based on the Transformer architecture [34] that has become the state-of-the-art
in many natural language processing tasks. The visual information was processed by
RESNET18 [13], a pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that is able to iden-
tify 1,000 object categories in images. The output vectors of both models were processed
using an ensemble to provide the final prediction of the system. Five different strategies for
the ensemble were tested in the experiments carried out:
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Fig. 1 Components of the city classification system proposed

• P = T + I: the final probability given by the system for each class (P) is the sum of the
probability given by the textual model BERT (T) and the image model RESNET18 (I)

• P = 2*T + I: considering that textual information provided much better performance
than the image information in the baseline experiments (see Section 4.1), in this case
the prediction of BERT is given twice the importance of the image prediction

• P = 0.8*T + 0.2*I: the output of the text model is weighted 80% and the output of the
image model 20%

• L1 normalisation: in this case, L1 normalisation is applied to the sum of the outputs of
the text and image models

• Top predicted: the model (text or image) that provides the highest prediction value is
chosen as the final result

Figure 1 shows the data flow in the system.

3.2 Place identifier

The second stage of the proposed system adds a place identifier to the city classifier
described above. This new component is based on zero-shot deep learning techniques. The

Fig. 2 Components of the final architecture combining the city classifier and the place identifier
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Table 1 Accuracy obtained by
BERT using only textual
information depending on the
anonymisation strategy

Anonymisation strategy Accuracy

Original 0.7661

Categorical 0.6417

Removal 0.6344

possible types of places are defined in the set of labels from the Places dataset [42]. Exam-
ples of these classes are “skyscraper”, “bridge”, and “restaurant”, involving both indoor and
outdoor locations. In this way, the geolocation component defined in the first stage can be
extended to also identify specific places in a city.

The Instacities1M dataset was used again in this stage to evaluate the identification of
places. The classification procedure proposed leverages the transfer learning capabilities of
the CLIP neural network, a state-of-the-art architecture for classification tasks in zero-shot
setting. The complete procedure is described in [23]. Figure 2 shows the integration between
the city classifier and the place identifier.

4 Evaluation

This section describes in detail the evaluation carried out on the city classifier and the place
identifier, together with a deeper analysis of the performance of the whole system depending
on specific cities and places.

4.1 City classifier

Different baselines were established using state-of-the-art models for text and image classi-
fication. The goal was to compare the performance of these individual models with respect
to the multimodal ensemble used in the final architecture. The text component uses the
pre-trained BERT model defined in the Hugginface library.2 This model consists of a
bidirectional Transformer pre-trained on a large corpus using a combination of masked
linguistic modelling target and next-sentence prediction tasks. In the current experimental
setup, the model was fine-tuned using an output linear layer that transforms the 768 out-
puts into 10, corresponding to the number of classes (cities) of the problem at hand. The
hyperparameters during the training procedure included dropout of 0.3 [11], AdamW opti-
misation [38], and an early stopping regularisation with patience 3, so that the number of
epochs vary depending on the performance over the validation subset.

Taking into account that the occurrence of city names in the text would make it trivial
to identify to which city the post belongs, a study was carried out to evaluate the impact
of this situation. To this end, three versions of BERT were considered proposing different
anonymisation strategies: “Original” , “Categorical”, and “Removal”. “Original” indicates
that the initial content was used and there was no anonymisation at all. “Categorical” implies
that occurrences of the names of cities in text were replaced by a special tag <CITY>.
Finally, “Removal” consists of directly deleting city names from text. The results of the three
approaches on the Instacities1M dataset are shown in Table 1. The evaluation was carried
out using 10% of the dataset as test (consisting of 100,000 samples evenly distributed among

2https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased.

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
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Table 2 Accuracy obtained by RESNET18 and ViT models using only visual information

Model Input size (pixels) Epochs Accuracy

RESNET18 256 x 256 7 0.2740

ViT 224 x 224 3 0.1147

the ten cities), whereas the remainder was used for training (80%) and validation (10%).
As expected, the best result was obtained using the original content by a large margin,
improving almost 20% the second best approach (“Categorical”).

Regarding image classification, two different baselines were tested. The first one was
RESNET18, a CNN deep learning architecture pre-trained on more than one million images
from the ImageNet database [28]. This model encodes rich feature representations for a wide

Fig. 3 Examples of images (and expected class) misclassified by the visual models
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range of images and is able to classify them into 1,000 object categories such as “keyboard”,
“mouse”, “pencil”, or different breeds of animals. The image input size of the network is
224 x 224 pixels. A final linear layer was added to the original system to obtain 10 outputs
corresponding to the 10 cities of the problem addressed. Finally, a fine-tuning process was
performed including early stopping, dropout of 0.3, batch size of 32, adaptive learning rate
[39] and Adam optimiser.

The second baseline model tested was ViT (Vistion Transformer) [8], a Transformer-
based approach that has demonstrated to improve state-of-the-art CNN architectures while
requiring substantially fewer computational resources during the training procedure. The
hyperparameters during the training phase were the same used with RESNET18, also adding
a final layer with 10 outputs.

Table 2 shows the results of these two models using only image information on Instaci-
ties1M with the same train, validation and test split used in the text-only experiments. The
performance obtained with the visual content is significantly worse than those obtained
using only text, with RESNET18 doubling the accuracy of ViT.

These results reveal that it is more difficult to extract relevant features that characterise
cities from images than from texts. Figure 3 shows some images misclassified by the visual
models.

In these examples, it is evident that models using only image information would hardly
be able to make a correct prediction about them. The text corresponding to these images
is shown in Table 3. There are references in the text that can help the model to make the
correct prediction. For instance, image 2 shows clear references in the text to the region and
country where the city to be predicted is located. On the contrary, image 1 is an example of
misclassification. In this case, there is a reference to the country where the city is located, but

Table 3 Examples of texts not anonymised, expected classes, and predictions made by BERT (text) and
RESNET18 (image) for the images shown in Fig. 3

Expected class Prediction using text Prediction using image

Image 1 losangeles newyork singapore

#paradise #amazing #classy#chic #beautiful #wonderful#love #pretty #beautiful #nails#art #fashion #time
#good#great #divine #sublime#shinny #skinny #cute #sweet#makeup #losangeles #usa#trendy #fancy

Image 2 toronto toronto singapore

Our Ultra Rare Strawberry Las Vegas Bubba Kush! Grown by #sincityseeds#homeofthedank #slvbk
#strawberrylasvegasbubbakush #medicalmarijuana #cannabiscommunity #cannabis #weed #stoners#blaze
#marijuana #ganja#stoner #maryjane #alberta#quebec #canadianstoner#surrey #toronto #montreal#ontario
#ottawa#britishcolumbia #calgary#canadian

Image 3 newyork toronto chicago

Tired from today’s preparation and shooting but it was worth it. Shout out to my team member @kissmy-
bootyque for the makeup, shout to @jazzi juice out for modeling and being patient with the body painting
and all, and really be shout to @bohemian.photo for pointers on lighting and a great studio experience. Pics
coming soon Mua/ assistant: @kissmybootyque Model: @jazzi juice #ART#artistikmind #fashion#fashion
week #newyork#vogue #blackgirlmagic#superbowl #nymodel#beautiful #afropunk#fashionillustrator...

Image 4 sanfrancisco sanfrancisco sydney

Happy Easter! Vegan for the animals, for the environment & for my health# House made chips tossed in a
creamy salsa roja with cashew cream & cilantro. Mariposa bakery toast dipped in plantain batter & grilled
topped with maple syrup, citrus cashew whipped cream, pecans & fresh fruit Tempeh chorizo, caramel
onions, red peppers, roasted potatoes, black beans and cashew chipotle aioli served with smoked tomato
salsa and ranchera. #vegan #instavegan#vegansofig #veganaf#vegansofinstagram#vegangirl #plants ...
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Fig. 4 Examples of images correctly classified by the RESNET18 image model

since there are more cities in the same country among the expected classes, the prediction
ends up being incorrect.

Nevertheless, there are images that provide enough visual clues of the target city to be
correctly classified by the image models. Figure 4 shows two examples of images where the
target class was correctly identified by the image model.

After evaluating the image and text models individually, the next step consisted in test-
ing the performance of the multimodal ensemble strategies proposed, where the outputs of
BERT (text) and RESNET18 (image) were combined to provide the final prediction of the
system.

Table 4 shows the results of all the ensembles on the InstaCities1M test subset ordered
by accuracy, including the two individual baseline models. In the column Top 1 accuracy
the result is considered to be correct only if it matches the highest probability class given

Table 4 Accuracy for the five ensemble strategies proposed and the text (BERT) and image (RESNET18)
baselines

Ensemble Top 1 accuracy Top 3 accuracy

P = T + I 0.6639 0.8464

P = 2*T + I 0.6621 0.8455

P = 0.8*T + 0.2*I 0.6558 0.8417

L1 normalisation 0.6447 0.8339

Top predicted 0.6419 0.8293

BERT (text only) 0.6417 0.8294

RESNET18 (image only) 0.2740 0.5243
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by the models. In Top 3 accuracy the result is correct if it matches any of the three classes
with the highest probabilities.

All the multimodal ensembles proposed improved the accuracy obtained with the indi-
vidual models. The best result was obtained by adding the prediction vectors of both models
without normalisation (P = T+ I). The second and third best results were obtained using the
weighted sum of image and text predictions.

In order to check the robustness of the models with respect to variations in the input
instances, the test subset was randomly split into 10 folds and the models were evaluated for
each of them separately. The goal of this experiment was to calculate the standard deviation
between folds, that is, to determine if the models performed equally disregarding the subset
of input instances. Note that the average accuracy does not change with respect to using the
entire test dataset.

Results show that the average standard deviation for accuracy of the proposed models
was 0.0025 in Top 1 accuracy and 0.0016 in Top 3 accuracy. The maximum deviations
were found in the Top predicted ensemble (0.0030) and RESNET18 model (0.0038) for Top
1 accuracy and Top 3 accuracy, respectively. The minimum deviations were found in the
ensemble P = 0.8*T + 0.2*I (0.0020) for Top 1 accuracy and P = 2*T + I (0.0008) for Top
3 accuracy. These low standard deviation values reveal that the models behave robustly,
with very similar results regardless of the input subset.

Finally, a last analysis was carried out by generating a set of confusion matrices in order
to better understand the geolocating performance of the best multimodal ensemble (P =
T + I) with respect to the text-only and image-only models. The test subset of 100,000

Fig. 5 Confusion matrix of the text-only model (BERT)
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samples (10,000 for each city) of InstaCities1M was used in this analysis. Figure 5 shows
the confusion matrix corresponding to the text-only model. It is interesting to highlight the
number of times that Melbourne and Sydney are mistaken for each other (1,246 and 1,547
occurrences). There is also a significant number of errors when the model is classifying New
York as Miami (1,022 occurrences). Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix of the image-only
model. In this case, the error is generally higher with respect to the text-only version, as
the accuracy values already suggested. The cities where the best accuracy was obtained are
Singapore and Miami, but nevertheless the accuracy is less than 50% in both cases (4,346
and 4,010 out of 10,000 samples).

The last confusion matrix, shown in Fig. 7, corresponds to the results obtained using
the best multimodal ensemble proposed. Results are similar to those obtained by the text-
only model. The ensemble obtained better results in all cities except Sydney, where the
text-only model correctly identified the class 82 times more (0.02% improvement). The
aforementioned example of New York and Miami, which showed large confusion in the
text-only model (1,022 cases), is still a problem for the ensemble with a small increase in the
number of incorrect classifications (1,053 cases). In the case of Melbourne and Sydney, the
ensemble provides a large improvement with respect to the text-only version in cases where
Melbourne was mislabelled as Sydney, reducing the confusion from 1,547 to 1,138 (27%
error reduction). On the contrary, the cases where Sydney was mislabelled as Melbourne
increased from 1,246 to 1,713 (an increase of 37%).

In the light of these results, it can be concluded that the inclusion of image information
does not have a significant impact on the average performance of the system, but it can

Fig. 6 Confusion matrix of the image-only model (RESNET18)
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Fig. 7 Confusion matrix of the P = T + I ensemble

noticeably change the performance of specific categories as seen in the case of Sydney and
Melbourne. In this example, the number of samples labelled as Melbourne with respect to
Sydney significantly increased. This leads to the idea that images from Melbourne have
visual features that make the classifier better identify their origin and complement textual
information, but also that Sydney images share these visual cues, which makes sense taking
into account that these two cities are close, both geographically and culturally.

4.2 Place identifier

The test subset of 100,000 samples from Instacities1M was used again in this experiment to
evaluate the accuracy of the place identifier. As mentioned before, this part of the system is
based on CLIP and the set of 205 tags defined in the Places dataset. The procedure followed
is the same described in [23]. In this work, the accuracy of the place identifier varied sig-
nificantly depending on the type of place, being higher than 90% for outdoor places such as
“plaza”, “bridge” and “skyscraper”, but lower than 20% for indoor places such as “shower”,
“hospital” or “beauty salon”. Using the text associated with each image did not improve the
accuracy of the classifier that used only images.

The output of the classifier is a set of probabilities (adding up to 1 by using a softmax
layer) for each possible place. A place was considered to be identified in a post if the prob-
ability assigned by the classifier was over the 0.6 threshold established. Out of the 100,000
items analysed, the system was able to identify a place (i.e. to provide a provability over
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Table 5 Five places with the most occurrences for each city in the InstaCities1M test subset, according to
the city classifier and place identifier systems

City Place 1 Place 2 Place 3 Place 4 Place 5

Chicago beauty salon art gallery baseball stadium skyscraper martial arts gym

London beauty salon phone booth coffee shop shoe shop art gallery

Los Angeles beauty salon martial arts gym art gallery coffee shop ice cream parlor

Melbourne coffee shop beauty salon martial arts gym sky ice cream parlor

Miami plaza beauty salon martial arts gym sandbar boat deck

New York skyscraper beauty salon bridge plaza art gallery

San Francisco bridge residential
neighborhood

beauty salon baseball
stadium

sea cliff

Singapore beauty salon martial arts gym coffee shop outdoor of a
swimming
pool

east asia temple

Sydney coffee shop sea cliff beauty salon outdoor of a
swimming
pool

sky

Toronto beauty salon coffee shop martial arts gym skyscraper ice cream parlor

0.6) in 10,384 cases. From this subset, the city classifier was able to correctly predict the
location in 7,227 cases, achieving 0.6960 accuracy.

Table 5 shows the five places with the most occurrences for each city in the InstaCi-
ties1M test subset, according to the output of the city classifier and place identifier systems.
Section 4.3 provides additional information on the accuracy of these predictions.

Figure 8 shows a heatmap with the ten most identified places in the whole test subset
from InstaCities1M. Subsequently, the city classifier was used to locate these places in the
ten cities of the dataset. It is worth noting that, for example, that the most common place
identified by far in San Francisco is “bridge”.

4.3 Classification of specific places in cities

Finally, a last analysis was carried out to study how the city classifier behaves with respect
to different types of places. Table 6 shows a list of the ten most common places found in the
100,000 samples test subset used before. The table includes the total number of samples for
each place, the number of correctly classified samples, and the accuracy obtained. Results
are shorted from highest to lowest accuracy values. The best performance was achieved on
“bridge” (91.30%), followed by “baseball stadium” (90.91%), “indoor of a stage” (79.71%)
and “skyscraper” (77.07%). The worst results were achieved for “coffee shop” (66.14%),
“ice cream parlor” (62.70%) and “martial arts gym” (57.60%). It is interesting to note that
the performance of the place identifier is significantly better in outdoor locations (such as a
bridge, a stadium or a skyscraper) than indoor places (such as coffee shops or gyms). This is
an expected result, since outdoor venues are often associated to points of interest and iconic
touristic attractions in cities.
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Fig. 8 Predicted number of occurrences of the ten most common places in the InstaCities1M test subset for
each location

The previous table was focused on the ten most common places in the dataset. Tables 7
and 8 show respectively the best and worst accuracy achieved by the place identifier for the
205 possible categories in the Places dataset. As mentioned above, places corresponding
to outdoor locations achieve the best results (94.29% for “market”), whereas indoor places
perform significantly worse (52.78% for “locker room”).

Table 6 Accuracy of the place identifier on the ten most common places in the test subset

Place Total Correct Accuracy

Bridge 345 315 0.9130

Baseball stadium 176 160 0.9091

Indoor of a stage 207 165 0.7971

Skyscraper 314 242 0.7707

Art gallery 327 252 0.7706

Plaza 360 254 0.7056

Beauty salon 855 589 0.6889

Coffee shop 505 334 0.6614

Ice cream parlor 252 158 0.6270

Martial arts gym 467 269 0.5760
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Table 7 Places for which the best accuracy was obtained by the place identifier component

Place Total Correct Accuracy

Market 35 33 0.9429

Pagoda 16 15 0.9375

Baseball stadium 173 160 0.9249

Bridge 345 315 0.9130

Phone booth 98 89 0.9082

Formal garden 21 19 0.9048

Residential neighbourhood 164 147 0.8963

Train station platform 19 17 0.8947

Football stadium 62 55 0.8871

Driveway 17 15 0.8824

Figure 9 shows a heatmap in the line of that provided in Fig. 8 (which included the
frequencies of places by city) but this time displaying the accuracy obtained instead of the
frequency. In this heatmap, places with 10 or less occurrences for a city were removed as
these results are not considered as significant due to the small number of samples involved.
Such is the case of “gift shop” or “hospital”, whose occurrences for any city range from 0
to 3 and 3 to 10 respectively.

The most relevant aspect of this heatmap is that it shows specific places and cities where
high accuracy is achieved, while there are others where it is not. For example, “bridge” in
London, New York and San Francisco is correctly geolocated in more than 90% of the cases,
reaching up to 99% in the case of San Francisco. On the other hand, the worst accuracy
was obtained on average for “beauty salon”, probably for being an indoor location, which
adds extra difficulty to the classification process. The exception in this particular case is
Singapore, with 91% success rate.

Table 8 Places for which the worst accuracy was obtained by the place identifier component

Place Total Correct Accuracy

Hotel room 45 25 0.5556

Dam 27 15 0.5556

Fairway 20 11 0.5500

Reception 102 56 0.5490

Dinette home 188 103 0.5479

Galley 22 12 0.5455

Home office 24 13 0.5417

Hot spring 13 7 0.5385

Bowling alley 13 7 0.5385

Locker room 36 19 0.5278
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Fig. 9 Accuracy obtained depending on the place identified and the city predicted

5 Conclusions and future work

This work presented an approach to geolocate multimodal (image and text) information
from social networks. A set of baselines were evaluated using only textual and image infor-
mation. The experiments revealed that the text-only model outperformed significantly the
image-only model.

These baselines were then combined following five different ensemble strategies to lever-
age the information of the individual models. The multimodal ensemble models improved
in all cases the results obtained with the individual (text-only and image-only) models. In
the experiments carried out, the accuracy of the best multimodal ensemble improved 2% the
results obtained using the only-text model.

The geolocation model was also combined with a place identifier to provide a more fine-
grained system. The results revealed that the model worked better with outdoor places such
as bridges, skyscrapers or stadiums, than with indoor places such as coffee shops or hotel
rooms.

Although the ensemble models demonstrated to outperform the baselines, there is room
for improvement by proposing additional strategies to combine text and image information.
For instance, it is necessary to exploit the conditional ensemble part by balancing the weight
given to text and image inputs. Other alternatives should also be explored, such as replacing
the ensemble with a mixed model that could be trained in conjunction with the text-only
and image-only models.
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Another interesting path to explore is the inclusion of other state-of-the-art models for
text and image such as RoBERTa [22] and Capsule Neural Networks [29], which have
demonstrated high performance in different classification tasks. Another path that deserves
attention is to explore the use of multimodal neural network models such as VisualBERT
[21] and LXMERT [32], and their adaptation to multiclass classification. These models
were not tested in this work since they were designed for other tasks such as image question
answering.

Also a promising avenue of research is the integration of this system with a sentiment
analysis model on the textual part in order of catalogue feelings about types of places in spe-
cific cities, which could be useful for the tourism sector [24]. Sentiment analysis in noisy
datasets, as is the case in social networks, can be improved by using text processing algo-
rithms such as those described in [26]. In this way, geolocated touristic places in a region
or city could not only be detected, but it would be possible also to obtain as complementary
data the sentiments of people about these places and compare opinions between different
places and cities.

Finally, it is important to note that trustworthy artificial intelligence will become one of
the most important research topics in this area in the future [14]. Regarding the machine
learning models used in this work, it is often difficult to make sense of outcomes calculated
by them (black box effect). Moreover, these models can suffer from stability issues, since
changes in the input data or in the initialisation may impact the final results. For these
reasons, explainability and robustness are two main topics that must be addressed in the
future in order to promote reliability and trust in artificial intelligence solutions.

Supplementary information The source code created is available at: https://github.com/matrox1000/
geolocation/.
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